A structural basis for the aortic stress-strain relation in uniaxial tension.
A constitutive law that includes three analytical expressions was recently proposed to approximate the low, physiologic, and high-stress parts of the aortic stress-strain relation in uniaxial tension, consistent with the biphasic nature of the aortic wall under passive conditions. This consistency, and the fact that previous phenomenological uniaxial laws have only indirectly been related to vessel wall structure, motivates the investigation of the structural basis underlying the newly proposed three-part constitutive law. For this purpose, longitudinally oriented aortic strips were fixed in Karnovsky's solution, while subjected to various pre-selected levels of uniaxial tensile stress. Light microscopy examination disclosed that the elastic lamellae gradually unfolded at low and were almost straight at physiologic and high stresses, while collagen fibers reoriented in the longitudinal axis at low, started uncoiling at physiologic, and straightened massively at high stresses. In the circumferential sections, the elastic lamellae and the circumferentially distributed collagen bundles remained wavy at all levels of longitudinally applied stress. These microstructural changes suggest that elastin becomes load-bearing at low, and collagen at physiologic but mostly at high stresses, so that the first and third parts of the constitutive law are in turn due to the presence of elastin and collagen alone, and the second due to both elastin and collagen. The structural basis of this constitutive law allows physically significant interpretation of its parameters, offering insight into how the aortic microstructure determines the macromechanical response.